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Natuzzi Italia has invited eight contemporary designers to join the Circle of

Harmony, creating a unique blend of designs that pay homage to the

Mediterranean lifestyle.

We stand at the gates of a new era. its time to bring beauty and comfort to

the center of our homes. It is all about the harmonious blending of tradition

with modernity. The blending of craftsmanship with innovation, of form with

function, sustainability with glamour, and comfort with style.

This entire collection highlights Natuzzi’s great propensity for innovation,

which is a key cornerstone of the brand, while remaining faithful to tradition

and to its own roots. It demonstrates and displays the vast know-how of

Natuzzi craftsmen and their ability to develop complex and varied projects

with great skill and sophistication. 

It is a collection that speaks of harmony and a blend of design influences.

Produced by designers with very different approaches and experiences – It

is indeed a special blend.



Buddy is a contemporary take 

on the living room with a versatile

system that can be endlessly

rearranged, as well as backrests

and seat cushions which slot

smoothly into each other in a

triumph of overlapping shapes

that is not only aesthetically

pleasing but also functional.

Infinito came into being

thanks to the  idea of

cross-pollination and to

an almost impossible

challenge - taking the

core aesthetic of one of

the most powerful symbols

for the human race and

turning  it into an object

that has a strong symbolic

value for Natuzzi - the

sofa.



New Classic, Fabio Novembre reworking of the

classic Chester sofa with a contemporary urban 

 feel, has been carefully designed  with a

harmonious blending of round and square shapes

and volumes. A piece that instantly brings to mind

visions of Apulia, with its unforgettable atmosphere

and timeless harmoniousness.

Pablo designed by Claudio Bellini The joyfulness and generosity of

Mediterranean culture translates into a versatile seating system with a

welcoming familiar design. Playing  with heights and geometrical  shapes,

the armrests have been elevated with satin-finish metal rings on bothends,

matching the feet inthe same finish



Drawing inspiration from Homer’s Odyssey (Argos is Ulysses’ dog and 

 the first to recognise him when he  comes back to Ithaca after more

than twenty years), Paola Navone dreamt up a collection which lovingly

await our return home ready to welcome ussoothe us and give us

warmth.

“The collection is here to embrace and protect you, to become

your  true home. Beneath the waves there is always an ocean

of peace”



As the coronavirus health crisis continues to affect our daily lives, many of

us are struggling to find a silver lining. The daily headlines can feel heavy

and social distancing continues to be the norm. If you’re searching for ways

to stay optimistic during this uncertain time, you’re not alone.

New daily routines, domestic life and an ever-increasing awareness of our

surroundings are shaping our “habitat”, making it more dynamic and

multitasking. The domestic space is transforming and adapting to

accommodate video calls with the other side of the world in which we live

and work, the sports workouts of the more active individuals along with the

singing performances of those relaxing in the bath or shower! Today, furniture

is an extension of one’s style, outlook on life and vision of the world. Let’s

focus on this new redefinition of design to find out how to accommodate

different needs in the home

Harmonious Coexistence- The comfort Mantra

The Gym-space project by Scavolini,
is a perfect example of how to
combine routine and functionality.



In the home of the future, comfort will no longer (only) be synonymous

with soft seating, but will affect the entire domestic space. First and

foremost, the use and optimisation of the rooms, to make them

welcoming and practical as well as functional. A clear example is the

harmony between the study/work area and the living space. Finding the

right setting where you can study or work from home - it is now quite

obvious - no longer means just putting a computer on a surface, but it

also requires lighting, ergonomic seating, silence and concentration. In

this idea of comfort - a “functional” comfort that is unrelated to the idea

of relaxation !

A stimulating and modern solution that accommodates the work/study

space in a refined elegance.

The various factors outlined in the

home working project of Formalia by

Scavolini play their part.

A stimulating and modern solution

that accommodates the work/study

space in a refined elegance.

The  home  of  th e  fu ture  hos t s  l i f e  a t  360  degre e s .  The
p lace  of  fami l iar i ty  b e comes  more  and more  we l coming



Summer’s ending,” as the song goes, and the seasons are changing, as

we pack away our summer sandals and dig out the jumpers and scarves.

It’s the perfect opportunity to tidy up what has been lurking behind

those wardrobe doors and in our drawers, freeing up space and getting

rid of things we no longer need. Time to clean up and, who knows,

maybe even reorganise the whole space.

On hygiene, Never before has hygiene been such an important part of

our daily lives. And it’s good to have a clean, hygienic place to store

clothes and accessories. Santalucia Mobili offers wardrobes are coated

in special silver-ion finishes that have antibacterial properties, inside

and out.



Practical, intuitive design corners- Having somewhere to put down all

those things we want to keep to hand, from clothes to accessories, can be

really useful in a wardrobe space.Homy Notte has thought about this too,

creating space for a clothes rail incorporated into the wardrobe build itself.

And it’s not just the wardrobes that can help. Accessories such as the

footstool featuring a metal extension that acts as a clothes hanger provide

more useful storage space. This practical, versatile piece turns the corner of

the room into a dressing area, combining design and function

Separate spaces for clothes and

shoes: Inside the wardrobe, clothes

and shoes both find their place but are

stored separately in fitted

compartments. The Homy Notte

collection provides practical solutions

for managing the various parts of your

wardrobe. The door is equipped with

some handy hooks on the front and

opens up to reveal a concealed shoe

rack.



Dedicated storage spaces.

A well-organised wardrobe also provides space for accessories: from

rings and watches to ties. Everything has its place. Homy wardrobes are

also fully fitted on the inside, offering storage solutions to meet all your

needs: for him, her and all the family.

The wardrobe is fitted

with internal accessories

and storage solutions to

help you organise the

space in a practical way,

while also creating a

great look
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